
Wedding Sample Price List

Please see the items below for our current sample pricing. Prices are adjusted to
suit our clients’ order preferences. Ranges in prices reflect variations on size, style,
and cost of specialty flowers such as garden roses, protea, etc.

Please note that we are a specialty cut flower home design studio on a flower farm.
We are a good match for folks who have specific color and style preferences and
seek sustainably grown flowers, but we may not be the right florists for folks who
just need that one certain rose. Take a look at our Instagram account
(@kinshipflowerfarm) for a clearer sense of the many kinds of flowers that grow here
in Middle TN. We feel the specialty crops we grow on our farm will help your
wedding be memorable and unique.

We have a $2500 delivery and installation minimum on wedding orders, but we fill
smaller orders for pick-up at our farm, and we have wonderful clients who chose
that option, too!

Prices are subject to change, but all quoted prices will be honored to the best of our
ability once a signed contract has been negotiated.

https://www.instagram.com/littlefarmhouseflowers/


Personal Flowers:
BRIDESMAID'S BOUQUET

A sweet bouquet with styling to match the bridesmaids’ attire. Hand-tied with a
choice of satin ribbons. $65-$100, depending on size, style, and specialty flowers

BRIDAL BOUQUET

A gorgeous bouquet styled to the bride's preference and hand-tied with a choice of
silk or satin ribbons. $175-$375 depending on size, style, and specialty flowers

BOUTONNIERE

A thoughtfully crafted floral element for a jacket lapel. $21 grooms, $15 attendants

JUNIOR BRIDESMAID'S BOUQUET

This smaller bouquet is just right for a junior bridesmaid or a simpler look. Hand-tied
$50

BRIDAL FLOWER CROWN

A styled-to-your preference design built on a traditional wire halo $115

WRIST OR PIN-ON CORSAGE

Sturdy yet delicate slap bracelet corsage or pin-on shoulder corsage $38



FLOWER GIRL CROWN

Small floral and greens crown, built on an adjustable headband $75

Ceremony & Reception Flowers:
LARGE ARRANGEMENT

These arrangements are great for welcoming guests to a ceremony or reception
area or for framing a couple during the ceremony. $295

FLORAL CHAIR/ AISLE ELEMENT

Small hanging arrangements to line the aisle at the ceremony. Designed to the
client’s specifications. Prices vary but average $35 per piece.

MINI BOTTLE SELECTIONS

A scattering of pretty vintage-look clear glass bottles to highlight single blooms. .
5-bottle rental increments. $42 Great for cocktail tables or simple floral additions to a
greenery garland.

MEDIUM ARRANGEMENT

Perfect for an escort card or gift table $100

SMALL ARRANGEMENT

These little arrangements are popular cocktail table decorations. They also look
sweet on the bar or as a thoughtful addition in restrooms at the reception $35



LARGE CENTERPIECE

Full designs for larger tables. These designs are built as low arrangements to keep
the conversation and celebration going without obstructing your guests’ view. For 8
to 10-person tables. $250

CENTERPIECE

A beautiful table arrangement designed to promote conversation and not block it!
This size design works well for 6-8 person long tables or 8-person round tables.
$180

SMALL CENTERPIECE

Sized for “Family Style” dinner service on long farmhouse tables or for 4-person
tables. $135 per group of 4.

GARLAND

Exquisite, full garlands work well for long rectangular tables, adding simple
elegance to any reception. Greenery or greenery with floral options available to suit
your design. Prices vary depending on style, averaging $20 per foot of garland.

FLOWERS FOR THE CAKE

We'll provide a collection of beautiful flowers and greens for your cake. $40

ARBOR DESIGNS

There are so many different ways to approach designing an arbor. From flower
curtains to garlands and large arrangements - we can make your dream ceremony
happen. Please describe your preferences on your inquiry form and share photos to
help us get a sense of what you'd like. Generally, arbor spray designs cost about
$375 and full arbor decorations are about $900-$2,000, depending on the desired
look.




